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HOPE E-news Bulletin 2020 #07 --- July 2020
The following items have been gathered from various e: newsletters received by HOPE in recent times; and/or prepared
specifically by HOPE members and supporters. If you have any news to contribute, please forward to
office@hopeaustralia.org.au . Deadline for articles is 15th day of the month.

Editorial
Hi everyone, here we are, already in July! but no mid-year blues here as we have a lot of exciting things on the horizon
for HOPE, including fantastic contributions by our volunteers, successful grants, and the big news of the month –
HOPE’s approved listing on the national Register of Environmental Organisations! You can read more about this
below, in HOPE Office News.
This month, World Population Day (11th) encourages us to consider sustainable development practices for our
world. Quite fittingly, the latest issue of the newsletter has some great articles by our volunteer researchers focusing
on the issue of sustainability in our communities. As always, we welcome your thoughts on these articles or on any
issues you would like to raise.
Regards,
Daniela Dal’Castel, Newsletter Editor – HOPE Inc.

2020 National/International Events Calendar
July
11
31

World Population Day
Schools Tree Day

August
2
9
15-23
12
17-23
19

National Tree Day
International Day for World Indigenous Peoples
National Science Week
International Youth Day
Keep Australia Beautiful Week
World Humanitarian Day

September
National Biodiversity Month
1
National Wattle Day
4
National Walk to Work Day
6-13 National Landcare Week
7
National Threatened Species Day
11
National Bilby Day
12
HOPE Ordinary Meeting (Toowoomba, Qld)
16
International Day for the Preservation of the Ozone Layer
20
Sustainable House Day
TBC Bushcares Major Day Out – BMDO
22
World Car-Free Day
24
World Maritime Day

United Nations (UN) Observances - https://www.un.org/en/sections/observances/united-nationsobservances/
•
•
•
•

International Days
International Weeks
International Years
International Decades
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HOPE Office News --- July 2020
Good morning folks,
Whilst reviewing the first half of the year and compiling information for my report to the June quarterly Ordinary
Meeting, I was once again surprised and pleased at the high level of activity by our volunteer admin support team
and external supporters.
I’d like to pay particular thanks to Kerry Kruger for bringing the website maintenance up-to-date; Daniela Dal’Castel
for taking over the Newsletter Editor position; Sean Egan and Hauauru Rae for crafting 10 media releases between
them; Steve Cupitt and Andrew Nicholson for their assistance in developing projects and writing grant applications;
and finally, to those volunteer researchers who prepared submissions to both the Product Stewardship Amendment
(Packaging and Plastics) Bill (x2) and the EPBC Act Review (x4).
Other significant highlights included:
o 17/12/19 Initiated ‘in-house’ appeal for books & magazines for Gatton Women’s Prison
o 08/02/20 Strategic Planning Meeting
o 14/02/20 Andrew Nicholson’s attendance at National Climate Emergency Summit, Melbourne
o 24/02/20 Earth Laws Forum, Toowoomba
o 21/04/20 Received notification that our application for listing on the national Register of Environmental
Organisations was successful. Yahoo!!!
o
-

o

Grants (3 unsuccessful; 2 successful; 4 pending)
Funding for new computer system received from Gambling Community Benefit Fund (GCBF) Qld
Funding from federal Communities Environment Program (CEP) to undertake:
Management of Endangered, Vulnerable and Near Threatened (EVNT) Fauna / Flora Species in typical
Matters of National Environmental Significance (MNES) / Threatened Ecological Communities (TEC)
vegetation communities through knowledge – Species Likelihood of Occurrence Matrix, Property Specific
Species Mgt Plans and Site Mgt Plans
Issued e: letter to all Australian local government authorities and the national/state/regional media re: The
Time is Right to Adopt a “Climate Resilience Policy”
Note - Close to 100 jurisdictions representing 8 million people – a third of the population – have declared a
climate emergency, including the government of the Australian Capital Territory, based in Canberra, and South
Australia’s Upper House.

Current grant applications:
o Australian Ethical Investments – Develop a series of Podcasts on local environmental issues
o ARTC Inland Rail – Development of a Waste Minimisation brochure
o Printing of UN SDG posters
▪ TRC Micro Grants program → Unsuccessful
▪ Australian Communities Foundation (06/06)
▪ The Honda Foundation (12/06)
o “Youth for the Environment” Summit to be held during National Youth Week, April 2021
Listing on Federal Register of Environmental Organisations and what it means for us:
o Deductible Gift Recipient (DGR) status with tax office (ATO)
▪ Ability to mount major fund-raising campaigns;
▪ Access to a greater range grants with DGR a requirement; and the
▪ Ability to attract corporate sponsorship
As of 1 July 2020, HOPE members and supporters will be able to make ‘tax deductible’ donations via our website at
www.hopeaustralia.org.au/donations/ - with receipts being issued on request.
Finally, I hope that the remainder of 2020 is as productive as the first half of the year.
Regards,
Frank Ondrus, Office Manager – HOPE Inc., ph. 07 4639 2135, www.hopeaustralia.org.au
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Feature Articles
Tips on Sustainable Agriculture
By Sofija Belajcic - HOPE researcher (NSW)

Sustainable agriculture aims to meet today’s food needs without compromising the needs of future generations. It
involves farming practices which are aligned with natural ecological processes such as encouraging soil health by
planting different crops, minimising tilling and water use, and reducing pollution by reducing pesticide usage. These
practices ensure biodiversity is nurtured and protected by preserving the ecosystem. However, there are challenges
to sustainable agriculture. These include threats to ecological processes such as feral animals, inappropriate fire
regimes, inappropriate grazing strategies, and poor vegetation and weed management.
All of these factors can reduce the benefits of sustainable agriculture
by introducing new problems or accelerating existing ones. Problems
such as degradation of habitat, the decline of native species, soil
erosion, and reduced water quality can occur if land is not managed
properly. All of these issues impact significantly on biodiversity which
is essential to preserving the ecosystem. However, there are ways to
combat these problems. By putting together, a land management
plant which encompasses pest management, controlled burning,
grazing strategies, and vegetation and weed management, these
threats can be minimised ensuring the protection of biodiversity.
Ultimately, sustainable agriculture is the only way to ensure
biodiversity is not lost thereby reversing the deterioration of our
natural resources. Agricultural practices must adapt to ensure
terrestrial, freshwater and marine ecosystems are managed
sustainably.

Image: Jason Tinacci from Trellis
Creative

Pest management
One of the most common interferences with sustainable agricultural practices
are feral animals such as feral cats, foxes and fish. Through predation,
competition for food and shelter, destruction of habitat and spreading diseases,
feral animals contribute to the decline of native species. In the Condamine region
for example, unique fauna such as the black-breasted button-quail, Hastings
River mouse and Murray cod are being threatened by feral cats and foxes in
rural areas whilst the carp is a major threat to Murray cod. Frogs in the
Condamine Catchment area are also being affected by feral animals. Species
such as the endangered Fleay’s Barred Frog are being threatened by feral pigs.
Photo: Harry Hines (QPWS)
In order to reduce the impact of feral animals on local species, landowners
should implement an integrated pest management plan. This involves preparing a property management plan or local
area pest management plan with neighbours. Some things to consider when preparing a plan is firstly identifying the
species on your property and in the surrounding area, then observe and record the pest animal issues which these
species face.
Fire Management
Fire plays an important role in regenerating vegetation and
renewing the lifecycle of plants and animals through the release
of nutrients into the soil. However, inappropriate fire regimes
which occur at the wrong time of year and with the wrong
frequency and intensity leads to poorer vegetation and species
decline. When putting together a fire management plan for your
property, contact the local council first to find out about all the
necessary permits needed for controlled burning. If unfamiliar
with fire management, enlisting the help of the local fire brigade
is a good idea as they can conduct the burning instead.
Landowners should find out what type of vegetation they have
on their property and then plan the fire regime necessary for
regeneration. This is because some types of vegetation are
more flammable then others and need a particular amount of
fuel load. When conducting the fire regime, it is also important to
divide the property into zones which address different objectives
for the vegetation. Information on the types of fire regimes
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Indigenous land management included using
fire to regenerate flora.
Image: Landcare Australia

needed for vegetation can be found by consulting the Regional Ecosystem mapping for your property and examining
the management guidelines from the Regional Ecosystems Database.
Grazing strategy
Inappropriate grazing strategies can lead to a decline in species through
degradation of habitat. Frequent and heavy stocking rates removes
grazing-sensitive plants and reduces shelter for animals which seek
cover under tall tussocks and shrubs. Pastures which undergo continual
heavy grazing risk weed invasion and a reduction in perennial plants.
In order to encourage diversity in species and foster sustainable
agriculture, grazing regimes should incorporate rotational grazing,
which is better for controlling stock pressure and distribution, and
continuous grazing at low density, which is important in providing
habitat and plant diversity. Landowners should also have a combination
of lightly stocked paddocks, ungrazed pastures, and heavily stocked
and fertilized native pastures.

Image: Sustainable Agriculture Coalition

Vegetation Management
The clearing of regrowth vegetation, protected vegetation, and ground cover
poses a significant threat to species that seek shelter from predators and serve
as a food source. Landowners shouldn’t clear vegetation such as tussock grass
as this improves production and adds structure to the ground layer. Furthermore,
understorey vegetation is important for regeneration and regrowth, and should
be conserved as much as possible. This is because understorey plants shelter
younger tree seedlings, fix nitrogen in the soil, ensure erosion control along
steep landscapes, and facilitate the building of native vegetation corridors.
Weed Management
A common occurrence across most
rural properties are weeds. Weeds start
out as common garden plants and
become a problem when wind and
animals scatter weed seeds throughout
bushland. Weeds can also spread
when garden waste is illegally dumped.
Whilst complete eradication is difficult,
Tussock grass can be beneficial
weed management plans should focus
for erosion control
on minimising the impact on currently
Image: NSW Department of
occupied areas and preventing the
Primary Industries
spread to unoccupied areas. An
integrated weed management plan
involves four major techniques. These are: application of herbicides,
mechanical control, burning and biological control. Whilst these techniques
help to combat the spread of weeds, prevention is the best technique. By
reducing the spread of weed seeds, prevention can be achieved.

Image: College of Agricultural,
Consumer, and Environmental
Science

References:
nationalgeographic.com/environment/habitats/sustainable-agriculture
fao.org/3/CA2227EN/ca2227en.pdf
Condamine Alliance 2010, Biodiversity & feral cats, foxes & fish, Condamine Alliance, Toowoomba, QLD
environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/sprat/public/publicspecies.pl?taxon_id=25960
Condamine Alliance 2010, Biodiversity and Fire Management, Condamine Alliance, Toowoomba, QLD

Quote of the month:
“We're running the most dangerous experiment in history right now, which is to
see how much carbon dioxide the atmosphere can handle before there is an
environmental catastrophe”
– Elon Musk
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National News
Overview and Critique of Australia’s Environment Summary Report 2019
By Sofija Belajcic - HOPE researcher (NSW)

(Published by The Centre for Water and Landscape Dynamics at the Fenner School of Environment & Society,
Australian National University)
The report provides an overview of the state of Australia’s
environment and its trajectory based on quantitative
research. Spatial data sources including satellite data,
weather forecast model data, and satellite imagery were
used to evaluate environmental conditions. The report
begins with an overview of the summary indicators of
Australia’s environmental conditions and points out that
2019 created the worst fire and drought conditions. The
report then considers which direction Australia’s natural
resources are heading in.
In summary the report notes that sea levels are rising faster
than the global average, with the fastest rate occurring in
the Tasman Sea. The Greater Barrier Reef remains in poor
condition with deterioration occurring in the central and
Credit: ANU Centre for Water and Landscape
southern reef due to Crown-of-Thorns starfish outbreaks. In
Dynamics
relation to population growth, the report observes that population continues to grow although at a slower rate, and
that emissions per person fell slightly. However, greenhouse gas emissions are still high, with only a small decrease
of 0.1% from the previous year. In 2019, the lowest rainfall was recorded in 119 years with particularly low rainfall in
northeast NSW and southeast Queensland, deepening drought conditions.
As well as being the hottest year on record, 2019 also
recorded unprecedented fire emergencies, particularly in
Queensland and NSW. The report draws attention to the fact
that Australia’s wet forests were particularly affected by the
fires with 8.7% of closed forests burnt. It further states that a
combination of unusually dry fuel, low moisture and hot
weather caused high fire activity. The overview of water
conditions notes how river flows were extremely low, and that
storage in irrigation reservoirs declined. In relation to soil
conditions, the report reveals that soils moisture declined
everywhere but in particular in NSW and the Kimberly.
Northern Queensland however experienced an increase in
soil
moisture. However, soil protection by vegetation declined
Credit: Queensland Times
to the lowest levels since 2000. Vegetation itself has been the
poorest since 2002 and 10% below the 2000-2018 average. Whilst farming conditions improved slightly, vegetation
productivity remained below average in grazing, irrigation and dryland cropping. In relation to biodiversity, another 40
species were added to the Threatened Species List, representing a 36% increase from 2000.
Overall, the report is a solid summary of the state of Australia’s
environment in 2019. Viewed holistically, the conclusion is that the
combined hot weather, dry fuel, dry soil, and poor vegetation
condition contributed to one of the worst droughts and fire seasons
in Australian history. One limitation of the report is that the
relationships between the different environmental indicators is not
always clear. For example, clearer relationships between decline
in soil moisture and increase in fire activity can be made. Also, in
some instances the report states causal factors such as “fuel was
the driest since 2000 due to low fuel cover and low moisture
content” but in other places it doesn’t. More consistency around
identifying why things occurred would enhance the report’s
Credit: ABC News
conclusions. Furthermore, relationships between human activity
and environmental indicators can also be identified and briefly discussed. For example, linkages can be made
between increased land clearing and poor vegetation, species extinction and greenhouse gas emissions.
(A copy of the summary report is available at wenfo.org/aer/wpcontent/uploads/2020/03/AustraliasEnvironment_2019_SummaryReport.pdf)
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Sustainability Victoria (SV) - For a Sustainable Thriving
Victoria
Established under the Sustainability Victoria Act 2005, Sustainability Victoria (SV) was created to facilitate and
promote environmental sustainability in the use of resources. SV is a statutory authority, whose board members were
appointed by the Minister for Environment and Climate Change. It is responsible for state-wide waste management
strategizing and planning under the Environment Protection Act 1970.
SV’s objective is to mobilize all Victorians to act on climate change and to use resources
wisely, in order to create a better environment, a sustainable, thriving Victoria for today and
all future generations.
SV is the first port-of-call for all Victorians to turn to when it comes to discussing practical
ideas and advice in terms of improving the environment and use resources wisely. SV is
knowledgeable and well connected when it comes to environmental protection. It knows
what to do and who to contact, to ensure that all Victorians have the answers they need to
create a better environment for everyone.
SV have many
resources to guide
you on what can be
recycled and where
they can be recycled.
Credit: @SustainVic

SV, together with the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning and EPA
Victoria, as well as the Waste and Resource Recovery Groups, makes up the Victorian
Government’s environment portfolio. It provides the government with policy advice,
environmental regulation, policies implementing programs and reporting on the state of
Victoria's environment. It also supports and complements other departments such as the
Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transportation and Resources by promoting
economic development and Victoria's clean tech sector.

SV’s main priority is helping Victoria thrive. We all know that climate
change is real and severe. It demands strong and prompt reactions from
Victorians and people around the world. SV will help to mitigate and adapt
to climate change while transforming how Victorians live and do business.
It will support innovation and job creation while assisting Victoria transition
towards a zero-carbon economy and lifestyle. SV’s strategic framework
shows why creating a better environment matters, what’s possible, and
how all actions, large or small, make a difference. SV reminds people
taking actions can start small. All significant changes in the future come
from the small steps we take today.
SV supports Victorians to be more sustainable in their everyday life; in
their homes and their jobs; in their schools and communities and in the
systems and infrastructure that support a thriving Victorian economy and
lifestyle. We want to improve the way Victoria manages its resources and
help communities to take action on climate change.

Clean Up Australia business event
Credit: @SustainVic

SV does all of above in lots of ways. It provides professional advice and
guidance in energy, materials and waste. It conducts research to show what's
possible. It encourages people to make sustainable changes exceeding
expectations of legal requirements. It celebrates and promotes people's
achievements and coordinate them to make an enormous collective
difference for Victoria. It is also responsible for planning and fostering a
smarter state-wide infrastructure system for delivering essential waste
services across the state.
There is some excellent work already being done, and SV has brought these
collective insights and actions together to build resilience for Victorians
industries and businesses, providing greater comfort in people’s homes and
protect the communities.

Let’s Strain the Drains event. Under the project, 120 stormwater litter traps have been installed across six Melbourne
councils to collect data about what items are entering our drains and washing up on the beaches. Credit: @SustainVic
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Its history, SV has organized two awards “Premier's Sustainability Awards” And “Resource Smart Schools Awards”
to honour Victorians and schools who are leading their way to a sustainable life. SV also has started many campaigns
such as “Take your e-waste to a better place”, “Build better bag habits”, “Love Food Hate Waste”, “TAKE2”, and “Zero
Net Carbon Homes” (see links below), to bring public awareness and aspire actions, all of which have achieved
tremendous success.
SV has helped Victorian businesses in saving tens of thousands of
dollars a year by reducing their energy or materials used. SV has
helped industries such as Beverages and alcohol, Building and
construction, Food processing and storage, Agriculture, Home
renovation, Hospitality and services, Manufacturing, Plastics and
chemicals, and Retail. SV has helped to reduce material costs and
energy use by encouraging installation of more efficient equipment or
implementing better project designs etc. For example, Burbank's
zero-waste home in home renovation industry has achieved a 72%
reduction in waste, including a 99% reduction in waste to landfill with
help from SV program. Some business has saved over $500,000 a
year by using more energy efficient lighting equipment or managing
their wastage better with support from SV’s programs.
We are all responsible for creating a sustainable world, and there
are so many ways we can do this. Each of us has the power to
contribute to positive change, and Sustainability Victoria is there to
help.

This impressive machine compacts soft
plastics collected from drop-off points at
Coles and Woolworths stores so they can be
turned into small pellets and used in moulds
for new products.
Credit: @SustainVic

For businesses and individuals who wants to learn more about Sustainability Victoria’s work, please visit
sustainability.vic.gov.au
More campaigns in Sustainability Victoria: sustainability.vic.gov.au/Campaign

Commission for the Human Future – humansforsurvival.org
TIME FOR WORLD ACTION ON GLOBAL RISKS
By Emeritus Prof. Bob Douglas, Epidemiologist and Secretary of the Commission for the
Human Future.
We humans are a threatened species. And the threats are mostly of our own making. We
can unmake them, but in order to do so, huge collaborative actions must be taken across
the world.
That was the conclusion reached at a round table of leading scientists and thinkers, who
met online to consider the ten greatest threats to the survival or civilization and our
species. The roundtable was hosted by the Commission for The Human Future – a body
formed by concerned Australians to find ways for humanity to survive and thrive through
the 21st Century.
The round table identified ten catastrophic risks, which are all connected to one another:
Scarcity and decline of key natural resources and an emerging global
resource crisis, especially in water
Collapse of ecosystems that support life, and the mass extinction of
species
Human population growth and demand, beyond the Earth’s carrying
capacity
Global warming, sea level rise and changes in the Earth’s climate
affecting all human activity
Universal pollution of the Earth system and all life by man-made
chemicals
Rising food insecurity and falling nutritional quality
Nuclear arms and other weapons of mass destruction
The rise in nuclear arms is a global
Pandemics of new and untreatable diseases
concern
Advent of powerful, uncontrolled new technologies
Credit: The Guardian
National and global failure to understand and act preventively on
these risks.
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Dealing with these threats one at a time will not work, because they are inter-linked. We must solve all of them
together, in ways that make none of them worse. The Covid-19 pandemic may have done us a service: by threatening
all humanity, it has compelled us to respond universally, with shared solutions to our common peril.
But we cannot “snap back” to the way we lived before. Following the
drought and bushfires, the pandemic is a third wake-up call that we must
now, act together to transform the human world in ways that will enable
us to survive and thrive into the future. That is the mission of the
Commission for the Human Future.

Covid lockdown sees a fall in global
greenhouse gas emissions
Credit: Edexlive

We aim to inform the community, including government and industry, of
the risks humanity faces, their magnitude and dangers. We aim to
engage the best minds in Australia and round the world in developing the
best solutions that enable us, not only to lower the risk – but to prosper
thereby.

We will commit our best brains and develop a new academic
discipline and a new global industry around surviving and thriving.
We need to think of “security” in a new way – not merely as threats
to national interest, but rather as threats to human life on this
planet, to the wellbeing of our grandchildren and to the “web of
life” on which our own lives also depend.
We will think afresh and creatively about the “systems” which
dominate our human world. Our current economic system is
clearly no longer fit for purpose; we must redesign it to serve the
needs of all people and the planet rather than the needs of
individuals or enterprises alone.
The Internet has provided us with the tools for working together
as a species and the growing leadership of women is now
injecting greater sanity, co-operation and concern for the future
into our decision-making bodies.

Our economic system does not serve the
needs of all people.
Credit: The Conversation

We urgently need new human narratives to guide our thinking and our behaviour and with which to educate our young.
The task ahead is to realise that vision, not just for Australians, but for all threatened species. That is the challenge
undertaken by The Commission for The Human Future, as it develops specific policy proposals for our governments,
our communities and for individuals around the world.
Our first-round table called on the nations and peoples of the Earth to come together, as a matter of urgency, to
prepare a plan for humanity to survive and thrive, far into the future.
To do this, it is essential that everybody understands and plays their part in solving the ten catastrophic global risks
that menace our future, in ways that assure not only our survival as a civilization but also our well-being as humans
and that of the Earth we inhabit.

Tip of the month:
If you move house or have some big deliveries, you can drop off
large quantities of paper and cardboard at a range of
facilities.
Visit visy.com.au/recycling/business/services#fdo
for Visy’s locations, hours and the types of recyclable material
accepted.
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International News
Declined Fish Species in Ocean: Threatened by Ornamental Fish Industry
By Joe Xu, HOPE researcher Qld

Ornamental fish markets have shown increasing demand over the
world. In a Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of United Nations
2011 report, the ornamental fish industry could create a total value of
15 billion US dollar annually. In some developing countries, it provides
an important income and jobs for the local communities. Obviously, it
satisfied many peoples’ eyes and wallet as well. But for some fish
species in the ocean, unfortunately they are not happy news.

Credit: Hayzed Magazine
Over 800 species of fish in oceans are used in the
ornamental fish industry. Most of them come from the coral
reef habitats in Indo-Pacific seas. They cover 5 areas
mostly: 1, South-East Asian seas, including South China
Sea, coastal area of Taiwan, Japan and Philippines,
Malaysia islands. They are the richest in species of
ornamental fishes. 2, South-East Pacific Ocean, including
New Zealand, Australia and Hawaii. This area is famous for
some valuable species such as Pomacanthida and
Zebrasoma Flavescens. 3, Red Sea, East Africa and Arab
Sea, including Madagascar and Maldives. Some species
such as Pomacanthus maculosus and Chaetodon
semilarvatus are found only in this area. 4, Caribbean Sea.
It is the largest distributing centre of marine ornamental
fishes for west countries. 5, West Africa coast and East
Atlantic, including Bermuda and Guinea coast. For marine
species around 95% are wild caught and just 5% are reared
(Oliver,2001,2003; Sea Shepherd,2014). So, the tropical
marine fish trade may affect natural populations and has
negative consequences for conservation and biodiversity.

Millions of aquarium fish are caught
each year with cyanide (Erica
Tennenhouse, 2016)

Importation of marine ornamental fishes to
Switzerland (Monica V. Biondo, 2018)

Despite the poor quality of available trade data, estimates suggest that
from 15 to 36 million marine fishes are traded annually (Wheeler, 1996;
Wood,2001; K. Davenport, August 25,2000); actual captures are much
higher when mortalities are factored in. In 1995, the small Australian
aquarium trade on the Great Barrier Reef had about 60 licensed fishers
who reported about 250,000 fishes (about 4000 fishes each) while the
aquarium trade fishes in west Hawaii reported 422,823 fishes (over
8000 fishes each), annually. The Philippines alone had an estimated
2500 fish collectors who, even at Australian collection rates, could take
at least 10 million fish year, before mortality is factored in (Pajaro, 1993;
QFMA,1999; Tissot,1999). In wild-caught fish, mortality rates can be
high (Townsend,2011), up to 30%(Ploeg,2005), due to the stressful
conditions under which the fish are shipped and due to acclimation
stress in the animals. Transportation times of more than 24 h are
stressful for common clownfish even though guidelines allow up to 3
days for transport (Wolfenden et al., 2001).

For decades, cyanide fishing has been recognized as one of the most destructive means of collecting tropical fish.
This will negatively affect the fish diversity for a long time. To catch fish by this method, fishermen crush cyanide
pellets into squirt bottles filled with seawater. They then dive down to coral formations and squirt the poison into the
crevices where fish lurk. Stunned, the target fish become easy to scoop up. Some cyanide-exposed fish are destined
for the dinner table in Hong Kong, and others may find themselves swimming in a tank at a dentist’s office in California.
A new report released by the Center for Biological Diversity and For the Fishes finds that around 6 million tropical
marine fish imported into the US each year for the pet trade have been exposed to cyanide poisoning.
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World Cities Summit (WCS) - worldcitiessummit.com.sg
By Christopher Leivesley, HOPE Researcher Qld

The biennial World Cities Summit brings together government officials, business representatives, and researchers.
Corporations showcase their innovations to cities in search of urban solutions, while policymakers are exposed to the
latest strategies and technologies in building sustainable urban society. WCS has given rise to an annual Mayors’
Forum, wherein city leaders are able to pool their experience and coordinate plans for improving city liveability. Held
alongside the forum is the Young Leaders Symposium; an exclusive selection of young leaders (aged 30 – 45),
ranging from urban planners to economists, are asked to produce practicable solutions to current obstacles in
sustainability.
Since their third edition, Cities Summits (which are hosted by Singapore) have run in conjunction with Singapore
International Water Week (SIWW) and CleanEnviro Summit Singapore (CESS). This synergy has allowed the
triumvirate to grow to 24,000 participants in the latest 2018 summit, including leaders from 128 cities. The summit
generated $10 million of international media, publicity crucial to piquing public and corporate interest in sustainability.
The 2018 summit clocked a record-breaking $26 billion worth of partnership declarations, including:
Memorandum by JETRO and UNDP to jointly pursue
Sustainability Developmental Goals (SDG’s) in ASEAN cities.
JETRO (Japanese External Trade Organisation) offers a network of
Japanese companies experienced in providing technical infrastructural
advice to developing countries. UNDP and JETRO, who had not
previously collaborated, have since signed a new agreement to further
African-Japanese business ties.
Three research contracts between Singapore’s Housing and
Development Board (HDB) and corporate partners.
•
•
•

SP group investigated potential of smart energy software
in HDB’s new town, Tengah.
Robin Village Development is exploring 3D concrete
building as an inexpensive alternative in versatile
architecture.
ISOTeam studied upgrading Tengeh Reservoir floating
solar panel system to offshore conditions.

WCS attendants focus on the need for tangible outcomes. Aside from
facilitating networking, the conference allows more than a hundred city
leaders to delineate ways to reproduce or avoid each other’s
successes and failures. The next WCS will be in June 2021, with the
theme “Liveable and Sustainable Cities: Adapting to a Disrupted
World”.
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Credit: @worldcitiessummit

Resources

greenharvest.com.au
By Daniela Dal’Castel, HOPE Researcher, QLD

Green Harvest is a family owned and operated Australian mail order business that has been trading since 1992.
Green Harvest aims to make it easier for Australians to live in healthy, natural homes with a garden full of nutritious,
chemical-free vegetables and fruit.
With a passion for organic gardening and permaculture, and adamantly rejecting the use of genetically engineered
seeds or plants, Green Harvest is committed to creating a safer and genetically stable source for future generations.
Located in Maleny, Queensland, Green Harvest provides for all your organic gardening needs, including seeds, tools,
pest control and even poultry supplies. With a 'click and collect' option, Green Harvest delivers Australia-wide so
everyone can now get a mint, ginger, passionfruit, spinach, or strawberry plant delivered right to their door!

Green Harvest supplies:

Edible
Plants

Pest
Control

Tools,
propagation
& Fertiliser

Poultry
Supplies
Microgreens

To receive relevant seasonal organic gardening information and updates on
new product releases, sign up for Green Harvest's E-Newsletter at
greenharvest.com.au or, for some interesting facts and updates on Green
Harvest, follow Green Harvest on Facebook at @GreenHarvestOrganic
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International and Australian Environmental Non-Government Organizations
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_environmental_organizations
Environmental Non-Government Organizations (envNGOs) aim to determine the influence of humans on the
environment and implement ways to protect and monitor the environment against misuse or degradation.
NGOs are classified by their type (Orientation) and Level of Operation. While envNGOs may include charities, trusts,
and non-government organizations, there can be government involvement as well. An envNGOs ‘Level of Operation’
depends on the scale of the work of the organization. This determines whether the NGO is community-based (local),
city-wide (regional), state and national or international (global). This article will provide information about two
International and two Australian envNGOs.

The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
unenvironment.org
Established in 1972, UNEP aims to coordinate environmental activities undertaken by the UN.
UNEP’s mission is to “provide leadership and encourage partnership in caring for the environment
by inspiring, informing, and enabling nations and peoples to improve their quality of life without
compromising that of future generations”.
UNEP has made significant contributions to world-wide environmental change with achievements such as
establishing the 1987 Montreal Protocol for limiting gas emissions responsible for thinning the ozone layer and
developing the 2012 Minamata Convention to limit toxic mercury.
Available in 8 language options, UNEP’s website showcases News and Stories and a comprehensive list of global
events with information about how individuals and organizations can be involved. Exploring the ‘What we do’ link on
the website reveals 20 diverse areas of environmental activity undertaken by UNEP. Recently UNEP has compiled
vital information relating to the COVID-19 outbreak and the environmental implications for humans, animals and the
earth. Type ‘COVID-19’ into the website’s ‘Search’ function for more detail.
Want more information about UNEP?
Website: unenvironment.org
Facebook: facebook.com/unep
Sign up for updates at unenvironment.org/subscribe or access
UNEP News and Stories at unenvironment.org/news-and-stories

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
ipcc.ch
The IPCC was created in 1988 by UNEP and the World Meteorological Organization
(WMO) to “provide policymakers with regular scientific assessments on climate change,
its implications and potential future risks, as well as to put forward adaptation and
mitigation options”.
Even though the IPCC does not conduct research, IPCC volunteer scientists review and report on thousands of
scientific papers written about Climate Change. These reports provide the information needed by governments to
determine climate policies.
Reports are uploaded to the IPCC website providing an insight into the scope of information available to governments.
Reports and publications can also be found via the website’s Library link. Looking for climate, socio-economic and
environmental data? Current and projected data is provided by the IPCC Data Distribution Centre on the website
making this a valuable resource for researchers. The organization’s Calendar lists the IPCC schedule of events from
2018 through to 2021. All this information can be viewed in six languages.
Want more information about the IPCC?
Contacts: ipcc.ch/about/contact
Website: ipcc.ch
Facebook: facebook.com/IPCC
News: ipcc.ch/news
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Australian envNGOs
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_environmental_organizations#Australia
Clean Ocean Foundation (COF) - cleanocean.org
The Clean Ocean Foundation was established in 2000. It is an Australian envNGO
charity that aims to stop all forms of pollution in oceans and preserve marine
environments.
This Foundation works with communities, governments and other NGOs to achieve
cleaner ocean environments.
Examples of collaboration include:
• Working with Plastic Bag Free Bass Coast to replace single use plastic bags with bags made from re-usable,
recycled fabric. Over 11,000 of these bags have been distributed so far in the Bass Coast region.
• Working to implement world's best practices regarding the closure or upgrade of sewerage spillage into
coastal environments. COF’s 14-year campaign resulted in a 400-million-dollar upgrade of the Mornington
Peninsula’s sewerage treatment plant which previously contributed to Melbourne’s largest outfall of
sewerage.
Want more information about the Clean Ocean Foundation?
Email: info@cleanocean.org | Website: https://www.cleanocean.org/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Clean-Ocean-Foundation-119808151390555/
To view CFO News, access the website link cleanocean.org/news or sign up for the newsletter at
cleanocean.org/community-news

Foundation for National Parks & Wildlife (FNPW) - fnpw.org.au
The FNPW aims to safeguard Australian wilderness & wildlife for future generations. Working
in partnership with scientists, community and indigenous groups, individuals such as
landowners and government agencies, the FNPW raises awareness and funds so that partner
organizations can carry out the everyday projects including weed control, tree planting,
conservation, and protecting species.
The FNPW has enabled conservation projects throughout Australia for the past 49 years
providing over $60 million in funding. The FNPW website provides information about current projects and how to
apply for grant funding. Grants are provided for education programs and projects such as the rehabilitation of fireaffected Kangaroo Island where shelters are being built for displaced fauna. Working in partnership with global
envNGO ‘One Tree Planted’, 1 million trees will be planted in fire affected regions in Australia as part of a five-year
project to restore habitats. Monetary and land donations, volunteering as one of the over 10,000 individual wildlife
carers and corporate volunteering are valuable ways to support the FNPW.
Want more information about the FNPW?
Email: fnpw@fnpw.org.au Facebook: facebook.com/FNPW.1970/
To view FNPW News, access the website link fnpw.org.au/news-and-events or sign up for the newsletter by
registering via the ‘Newsletter’ or ‘Sign In’ button on the Home page menu.

publish.csiro.au
Arrival of new titles at CSIRO Publishing
As you may know, CSIRO Publishing is Australia’s leading science publisher of journals, books and magazines.
They have an extensive range of titles and subjects that you can shop, and their library has just gotten bigger with
the introduction of new environment titles.

All these great titles and more are now available at publish.csiro.au
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